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Today's Challenge
by ARTHUR H. SMITH
Controller, Louisville Food Packaging Plant, General Mills, Inc., Louisville, Kentucky

I

AM

SU R E T H AT A L L re c o gn i z e t h e gre a t a n d

dynamic c h a n g e s

t hat are t ak in g

place to -day in this tremendous country of ours and throughout the world.
Barring another world -wide conflict, we are on the threshold to-day of some
of the severest industrial competition this country has ever seen, if we are not
already in it. We do not need to be afraid of it if we believe in the doctrine
of free enterprise. Instead, we should welcome this challenge —this competition
—with open arms, for it is the life blood of our private enterprise system. Competition, if conducted in the public interest, is a cross - breeder in my judgment
to a stronger and better economy, one capable of better serving the human race,
and one capable of doing the best job of withstanding and overcoming the forces

of power- thirsty dictatorships.
To -day the buyer's market is definitely back. The consumer is king. He is in
a buyer's market and he knows it. He must be pleased with products that are
priced right and that have the quality and utility to give him his money's
worth —and then some. What is more, it is a bigger buyer's market than it has
ever been before. Increases in population, plant capacities, wage rates and take home -pay, social security payments, and the recent tax reductions have placed
tremendous increases of purchasing power in the hands of millions of buyers.
Although the purchasing power of the dollar is only about half of what it was
in 1939, during that same period hourly earnings and weekly average earnings
have tripled and factory employment has increased better than 50 per cent.
National personal income is estimated to have increased from about seventy -five
billion dollars in 1939 to almost two hundred and ninety billion dollars in 1954.
Think of that for a moment. The impact of such a tremendous increase in personal income is staggering.
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Against this vast increase in purchasing power, and as a part of it, has come
a tremendous increase in industrial plant expansion. Encouraged by war -time
requirements, research, fast tax write -offs, and other devices and situations, our
ability for industrial production has increased almost three -fold during the last
fifteen years. During this time astounding technical changes have also taken
place which will most assuredly strongly influence our future economy and our
own personal and business lives. In that very short period of time, for example,
we have seen come to fruition such new products as television, air - conditioning,
deep freezers, jet airplanes, atomic power, electronics, plastics, synthetic rubber
—a whole vast array of products which were still in the research tube fifteen
years ago. The list is almost endless and could be detailed much further. What
is more, many old products, materials, and services have been feeling severe
competition from new areas. Nylon, orlon, dacron, and other materials from
chemical derivatives are seriously challenging fabrics such as wools, silk and
cottons in many areas. The development of frozen foods has opened vast new
markets heretofore reserved only to fresh foods, and then only during part of
the year. We have seen a fast upsurge in the transmission and use of natural
gas and oil which has the coal industry rocking on its heels. We have seen
severe competition developing in service industries such as transportation, where
airlines, barge lines, buses, and trucks are giving the railroads and each other
some real stiff competition.
New Forces in the Economy
All of these forces and developments —and many more —have further generated and stimulated additional progress and evolution beyond these immediate
new products and services. We have found that they have encouraged, often
demanded, radically different methods of production. For example, factory
automation to-day is a reality. It is now merely a question of how far it is going
to be applied. We have seen new concepts developed on factory building design and machinery layout that have obsoleted many buildings and productive
processes. We have seen increased uses of advertising and distribution —all in
fighting for a fair share of the consumer's dollar and, during this important
period of time, we have seen some very basic changes in management philosophies in such significant areas as executive development, personnel administration, business forecasting and planning, community service, etc. These are all
tremendous forces which are creating vast changes in our economic climate.
It is hard to realize that almost nine years have passed since the end of World
War II. Most of these years have been devoted to catching up with consumer
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and capital goods requirements which necessarily were set aside during the war.
Another war was fought in Korea during the interim, creating additional unusual demands on our economic system. So, for all practical purposes, fifteen
years or more, including the war years and the so-called "catch -up" years, have
passed since we have been in a normal, peace -time economy — fifteen years since
most industries have felt the strong and urgent forces of severe competition. If
you have been watching, as you should have been, the various economic indices
during the last six or twelve months on money, production, income, price levels,
etc., you will have observed during this time that many of these indices are
slowing up, leveling off,and even going down.
Truly, the stage has been set for one of the severest tests we have yet given
our American system of free enterprise. May God give us all the strength and
foresight and good judgment to prove to the world that free men by their own
free will can best provide the greatest good for the greatest number. Members
of N.A.C.A. have a real vital, important part to play in that contribution. And
what is that part? What must they do, as industrial accountants, to help their
managements meet successfully the tremendous challenge of this changing economic climate? Let me try and outline some of my views to you.
An Opportunity Not to Be Missed
Somewhere along the line, as business grew more complex, as government
regulations and procedures became more numerous, as research and business
management brought new products and processes into 'being, as costs became
more important for controlling and forecasting rather than mere cost finding —
somewhere along the line during these past fifteen years or so, the role of the
industrial accountant in business management has grown from a recorder and
an historian of past events to a role now recognized as a vitally important and
essential one on the business management team. This offers me occasion to make
some statements which should prove quite attractive, because I am going to
discuss the great skills and aptitudes which industrial accountants possess to
assist management. I am going to tell about the importance of the work, the
glorious background and training of skilled industrial accountants, and what a
great and outstanding profession the accounting profession is.
There is no question that accounting has become a great profession. It has
grown by leaps and bounds. It has become extremely important to successful
business management. However, in order to keep from being too popular, I
am going to jump off the deep end and will probably get many hopping mad
at me by saying that industrial accountants have, in many instances, failed to
A U G U S T , 1954
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meet the challenge put to them, have been blind to their opportunities, and have
failed to recognize their responsibilities and obligations. Let me be more
specific. I am sure that all men and women who are in industrial accounting
and are reading this paper, are excellent bookkeepers. I will even go further
and say that I am sure most, if not all, are skilled accountants concerning the
technical aspects of proper recording of transactions, proper preparation of financial statements, proper auditing procedures, proper development of per unit
costs, and undoubtedly do an excellent job in allocating overhead expenses in
any one of a half dozen ways. However, such technical abilities, although important, are only a small part of the total challenge to industrial accountants
today.
Many are still living in the past when the accountant was merely a recorder
of past transactions. They are arithmetical historians. Getting their books balanced is, in their own minds an end result, a product in itself and, I might add,
the more complicated their procedures, the more complicated their worksheets,
the more confusion they can bring in the minds of nonaccountants, the better
they love it. Nothing makes them happier than when they throw the technical
jargon at nonaccounting friends and get them thoroughly confused with the
language of debits and credits, deferred assets, prepaid expense, contingent
liabilities, reserves and allowances, "fifo," "lifo," and even "nifo." Their aim
in business is to meet deadlines on closing schedules. The final accounting statements are the products and the end result. They proudly draw that double line
under the trial balance and then sit back satisfied that the job is done.
Industrial accountants, wake up! Your accounting job has just started when
many of you think it is finished. You can no longer be a mere historian of
figures. You can no longer merely record and report. In addition to just that,
you must interpret, analyze, control, forecast, recommend and plan. Years ago
business relationships and business transactions were fairly simple. The pace
was slow. The volume was not large. Markets were not widespread. Communications were slow. Large companies were relatively few and there was little,
if any, governmental regulations. Today that whole picture has changed. Business and business relationships are complex, fast - moving, rapidly changing. We
live in a tremendous, dynamic economy. Industrial accountants have the basic
skills and training which can and must be developed and applied, not only to
keep books and record results but to do this accounting job in its fullest sense.
It used to puzzle me why accountants always seemed to be on the defensive
in trying to explain why they should be part of the management team. They
always seemed to be trying to convince themselves and others that they should
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be. After thinking about and looking at this attitude for a long time, I believe
now that, in a large way, the accountants themselves have not understood or
done the kind of a job that entitled them to be considered a part of the management team. Today, with the skills and aptitudes and processes and knowledge that have been developed in the accounting field over the years, I do not
believe that question should even be asked. If you are doing your job right,
you are a member of the management team.
Can You Say "Yes"?
Certainly, years ago, the bookkeeper on a high stool was probably in the
category of the printer's man, the carpenter, the toolmaker, or the weaver. But
today, in my book, the accountant has developed as many skills and techniques,
if not more, to contribute to decision - making than the purchasing agent, the
personnel manager, the production man, the quality control man —all of whom
are considered without question as being part of the management team. But in
many companies today, the accountant has not been accepted into the management circle, simply because, by his very actions and attitudes, he has divorced
himself from that team. There is too much bookkeeping —and not enough
profit planning, forecasting, analysis, cost control and so forth, all of which
are areas which certainly are considered highly necessary management activities.
And if I seem to be exaggerating, let me ask a number of questions:
I. Do your reports merely reflect figures
or do they report the figures in terms
of the "why" —the facts as to what
happened and what should be done
about it.
2. Have you given management a budgetary control program, a statistical
analysis of results, a method of variance
reporting, capital investment budgets, a
program of forward and long -term planning?
3 Do you have a control program and, if
so, is it one which is integrated from
start to finish or is it a haphazard collection of reporting past events?
4. How long has it been since you reviewed your reports with the rest of the
management team and determined with
Them —and that is important— whefher
all of you are getting what you need to
manage the business?
5. Are your reports clear, concise, timely,
stripped of all nonessentials, highlighting
the important and pointing the way for
necessary actions?
6. Do you accumulate cost data as an end
A U G U S T , 19 5 4

result in itself or do you consider and
use such cost data to show the way to
cost control and cost reduction?
7. Are you a member of your management
team, utilizing your special skills to help
manage the business, forecast results,
and plan operations, or do you merely
cast up figures of past events and use
them in the role of a critic outside of
that management team?
8. As a contribution to profit- making in
your own area, have you analyzed your
office performance and esfablished
standards of clerical performance so as
to measure your own efficiency as well
as that of other areas of operations?
9. Have you kept abreast of changing economic conditions, price levels, consumer
spending, and other factors which fit in
with your special skills to evaluate the
effect of these influences on the profitability of your business operations?
10. In addition to being a recorder of the
facts, how do you measure up as an
interpreter of results, a forecaster of
the future, a controller over current op16 83

orations, a trouble- shooter on weaknesses, an analyst on such questions as
alternative marketing methods, new
products, the effect of changes in price
level structures, etc,

I I . Are your reports, your analyses, so
clear that the decision which has to
be made to correct some action obvious— clearly apparent as to the direction that should be taken?

If an industrial accountant can say "yes" to these questions, then he is fulfilling his responsibilities as a member of the management team in profit planning, cost control and reporting. If not, he is missing one of the greatest challenges and one of the greatest opportunities our growing and dynamic economy
has ever offered to any profession. So let us get off that high stool. Let us
throw away the old eye shade and sleeve protectors, and start doing this accounting job in its fullest sense.
A Three -Part Job
Well then, what is this job that is to be done? Perhaps we can approach it
this way. As I see it, there are three broad areas of industrial accounting. The
first area I would like to call the field of financial accounting. It is the area of
general ledgers, journal entries, subsidiary ledgers and journals, balance sheets,
profit and loss summaries, etc. It is the first area of bookkeeping and accounting.
It is a very important segment of the total accounting job to be done and one
of the accountant's first jobs in management planning and control is to be sure
that this field is completely taken care of. However, while very important, this
area of statement accounting or financial accounting, does little to maximize
earnings, control operations, or plan profits. Its prime purpose is to record and
summarize the historical accumulation of past events.
The second broad area is the field of auditing. Auditing, as most of you
know, is a matter of periodically reviewing past transactions, either through
internal or outside auditing staffs and periodically reviewing current procedures
and practices, both accounting and nonaccounting (such as purchasing, inspection, receiving, etc.) The objectives are to snake sure that the business assets
are properly protected and that the intentions of operating management on
practices and procedures are being met. However, this field again primarily
relates to historical events, although more attention is probably paid to the effect
of past events on future operations. It is the first major development from the
era of bookkeeping and financial accounting and, again, one of the industrial
accountant's first jobs in meeting today's challenge is to be sure that this field
is properly taken care of.
The third broad area of industrial accounting, as I see it today, is an area
I would like to call the field of control accounting. It has been the second major
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development in the accounting field from the era of bookkeeping and financial
accounting. It provides the management team with the control tools to plan
for and accomplish maximum profits. It draws heavily on the basic financial
data, of course, for profit planning, cost control, and reporting to operating
management. Its emphasis is on hour -to -hour, day -to -day, and week -to -week
control information. It seeks red -hot data that will flash accomplishment versus
objectives. It is the field of budgets and forecasting, cost accounting, statistics,
control reporting, profit contributions by products, break -even charts, and costs
for special purposes, such as inventory valuation, pricing, and product costing.
N.A.C.A. was born in 1919 as the National Association of Cost Accountants.
It remains the same today, but because the really important area of interest is
the field of control accounting, I think we should think of that letter C as
identifying control fully as much as cost! This field of control accounting
seems to have no limit to its possibilities. Twenty-five or thirty years ago it
barely existed. Today it is one of the most dynamic and important fields of
business management. It is the real entree for the accountant to sit in the
councils of business management. It is the Aladdin's lamp. It is the magic
wand which has opened the door of business management to the accountant.
And there is more to come. In the Harvard Business Review of March - April,
1954, Mr. Higgins, and Mr. Glickauf, wrote an article on "Electronics Down
To Earth." I would like to quote one sentence to illustrate my point:
"Although the advantages that will accrue to management through the use
of computers are manifold, there is little doubt that the most significant impact
of this whole new development is that the emphasis on accounting and reporting
for business will change from one of historical reporting to one of reporting in
terms of the future; and hence, on providing data for the formulation of reliable management judgments and effective management controls."
Please note that the importance is not placed on what electronics can do in
the rapid accumulation of past data. Rather, the stress is placed on what electronics appears to offer in the field of planning, control, and forecasting of future events and future courses of action.
An Essential: Thorough Familiarity With Conditions
Now, in order to meet today's challenge successfully in all three of these
broad areas of industrial accounting, the industrial accountant must not only
be proficient in these fields from a technical accounting viewpoint. He must
also project and apply the full scope of his work into its full management sigA U G U S T , 1954
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nificance through becoming intimately familiar with several other areas. These
areas are particularly important in the field of control accounting.
The first area involves company operations and industry conditions. You
cannot do a job as an industrial accountant for a company today unless you
know intimately the procedures and problems in the plants. You must know
the physical operations in your plants, the manufacturing procedures, the individual operations, the tools that are used, the specific production processes that
the products are put through, the length of time it takes to make those products,
to store them, to ship them. You must know these things, so that your figures
can become alive. You must know your products, their values, how they are
made, their perishability, their component parts, their market potentials, and
their competitive strengths and weaknesses. You must be familiar with your
marketing problems, the various channels of distribution available to you, and
their effectiveness. You should know how your sales organization is set up,
your field warehousing policies and procedures, your pricing problems, your
consumer buying habits, and your promotion and advertising procedures and
potentials. You must know your competition, your competitive products, and
the companies competing with you, and the character of that competition. Is
it "fly -by- night" competition or is it long -term, well - established competition?
By knowing these things, by being intimately familiar with these areas, the accountant's records and reports will begin to take on real meaning for himself
and for others.
A second big field for familiarization is one I will call market analyses and
economic forecasting. Keep current on available business barometers, especially
those that directly affect the particular business and industry. There are many
market indices to watch. Find out those which have a correlation with your
business and with industry, because those indices can be of excellent assistance
in your forecasting efforts. It is also necessary to be familiar with the position
of the business and industry in its particular economic cycle. Are you in an expanding or contracting cycle? New products, new processes, new techniques,
all may offer the company unusual opportunities for progress or may present it
with severe problems of cut - backs, lay -offs, loss operations, etc. These are the
days of intermediate and conflicting cycles. Some go up and some go down.
It is not like the old -time cycles in which it seemed everybody either went up
or everybody went down.
Government fiscal policies are also factors which should be known to the industrial accountant as well as they can be. There are many areas of government
activity today that directly affect business and its ability to make profits, forecast
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results, and plan for future progress and growth. I am thinking of such programs, for example, as taxes, tariffs, and public works. Are you aware of trends
in these fields and are you alerting operating management to potential dangers
or opportunities? Look what happened to a lot of companies recently through
the revision in the excise taxes. Were you aware they were coming? Did you
find out the influence they would have on profits and the business? Did you
alert management to their problems? Did you help them to anticipate their
problems? Look at tariffs —some facet of that subject is almost continuously
being discussed. Tariff revisions might have a serious effect on the business.
Are you keeping posted?
Programs of public works in the various units of government can be a very
important factor in business planning. Highways, toll roads, schools, all are of
top importance to companies in the business of steel, concrete, lumber, glass,
etc. How will these programs affect your business?
Let us also look at some other areas of government activity, such as product
quality. This is a big factor in our company. The policies and philosophies of
the Food and Drug Administration are extremely important to us as a food producer. Or we can look at those regulatory bodies governing such areas as the
labor laws, social security, interstate commerce, or the field covered by the Robinson- Patman Act. Are actions being taken or planned favorable or unfavorable? How are they influencing you? How will they influence your business?
While it is somewhat far - fetched to make experts out of all industrial accountants in all of these areas of market analysis and economic forecasting, I
am trying to point out that all of these areas, in one forth or another, are or can
be very important to the planning, control, and forecasting of company operations and that, in my judgment, the special skills, aptitudes, and training of the
industrial accountant place him in the logical position of being able to render
the greatest service to his company in such fields.
Another basic area for familiarity involves company organization. By that I
mean the inter - relationships between people which have been set up within the
company to get things done. Find out what top management intended to do
in establishing various authorities and responsibilities throughout the various departments and then find out how they are actually working. This field is extremely important, since such relationships form the bases for controlling company operations. Control can only come through people who are in a well defined organization, who have the responsibility given them, and who have
the authority to carry out that responsibility. These inter - relationships must, of
A U G U S T , 1954
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course, be recognized by the industrial accountant in setting up the various control mechanisms in his accounting procedure and reports.
But, additionally, the accountant is in a particularly strategic position to evaluate the effectiveness of these inter - relationships between people, because he
normally works with all departments and can observe the effectiveness of these
responsibilities. In turn, he should also make recommendations which will
strengthen these inter - relationships and improve control over the company operations.
These are the three areas, then, which the accountant must master, along with
the technical requirements of his job, to do his work effectively. Fortified with
the philosophies and areas which have been outlined, the industrial accountant
is then ready to develop the technical accounting procedures to meet today's
challenge.
Programmed Management Accounting
Briefly, I would like to outline a few highlights of such a control and profit planning program. In the first place, the accounting procedures from a technical
viewpoint should be completely integrated with all other phases of the control
and profit - planning program. For example, the account classification should be
set up to serve the requirements in each one of the three accounting areas outlined. The account classification must serve the field of financial accounting,
so that the proper objectives of financial statement preparation, inventory valua.
tion, etc., can be adequately met. This same account classification must also
satisfy the auditing field in order to facilitate the inspection routines and to
clearly identify and meet the requirements of internal control and internal
auditing.
At the same time, this account classification must also satisfy the requirements
in the field of control accounting. It should be properly established in terms
of providing automatically, or with as little clerical analysis as possible, such
data as fixed, semivariable, and variable expenses. This is important to a program of forecasting and flexible budgets, and to pursuing such analytical questions as alternative methods of production and distribution, adding new products, dropping loss items, etc. It must be so established as to reflect responsibilities and results by departments, by cost centers, by salesmen, or other control
units. These and other facets of the control accounting field must be taken care
of in setting up the account classification as well as meeting the requirements
of the financial accounting and auditing fields.
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Another highlight I would like to mention is that the control program must
also consider that there are many uses of cost. We have standard costs for controlling daily and weekly operations. We have standard costs for inventory valuation. They are not always the same. We have anticipated or future costs which
may be either for purposes of short -term forecasts, such as in an operating program, or for purposes of long -range planning, such as is used in capital investment programming. Again they may not be the same. In fact, such costs probably would be different.
Then there are product costs for profit evaluation by products, and even those
are broken down into a number of forms, such as total cost or perhaps just variable cost, to determine contribution by products to fixed cost and profit. And,
in either case, we might use past costs or budgeted costs. We have costs for
studying the relationships of income, volume, and expense in many areas and
we have costs to consider special problems such as new products, buy vs. lease,
subcontract vs. make, alternative production and distribution methods, etc. There
are many other management purposes to which accounting data will be devoted.
I want to be sure to emphasize that these are areas which must be integrated into
the total control and profit - planning program.
Operating management should also be provided with a complete budget program which includes not only an immediate operating budget but provides the
tools for other programs, such as a capital investment budget, a cash budget, and
long -range forecasting. This latter is particularly important in giving substance
to the future course and growth of the company. Where do you want to be
three, four or five years from now? What will profits and volume be then?
What do you want them to be? How can we get there? What will material
costs and labor rates be two, three, or five years from now? Sure, you are looking into a crystal ball but who in the company is in a better position to perform
this function? You are going to need help from other operators, of course,
but you are in the best position to take the lead. And management can use that
kind of information. You may not always be right but put it together. See
what it looks like. Each time you do it, you will do it better.
There should also be given to operating management a statistical data program. This would include data on various classifications of sales statistics, such
as sales volume by products, by salesmen, and by territories. It would include
production by plants, etc. Again, such data should be carefully developed so
as to meet the full requirements of operating management for control and planning data, and at the same time be fully integrated into the total program to
provide maximum data with a minimum of clerical effort.
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And last, the program should include a well - established and well- defined cost
reduction program. By that, I do not mean a hit - and -miss proposition in which
everybody gets excited about reducing cost for six months and then drops it.
Rather, I mean a systematic review of all current costs, whether they are within
budget or not, to determine the possibilities of cost reduction. Such a program
should be detailed in advance and then pursued in a systematic manner until
concluded. Done, thoroughly, such a program might take two or three years
to complete and would involve a searching analysis of all company policies,
procedures, products, processes, etc. to determine where costs can be trimmed.
High Time!
All these —and there are many more —are areas which must be developed by
the accountant to perform his management job completely. The accountant's
job today is truly not a simple one but neither is the 'business world in which
he lives. Business management today needs his skills, aptitudes, and abilities
in the areas that I have been discussing. More than ever before, industry today
and the industrial accountant is facing a challenge which strikes at the core of
every business, and even our American way of life. So let us do justice to ourselves, to our business, to our profession, and to our country by recognizing our
responsibilities and obligations in these fields for which our training, experience
and aptitudes have so well fitted us. In this way, I know we will meet today's
challenge successfully.
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Tailor- Making Cost Data for Specific Uses
by WILLIAM J. VATTER
Professor of Accounting, School of Business, University of Chicago

Only•tO accountants who record
C and report such data, but also to a large—notnumber
of other people. The greatOSTS AN D COST DATA ARE INI PORTANT

est number of those interested in cost data are the people who share in some
fashion in the task of management. As should be the case with any product or
service, the demands of those people who use the results of cost analysis and
cost accounting must and will be served. Just as soon as c o s t accounting is found
inadequate for the needs it is supposed to meet, just as soon as cost accounting
does not provide the data which management must have, cost accounting will
either change to meet those needs or it will be replaced with something else.
The significance of cost data with regard to various problems of accounting,
management and economic policy is a vitally interesting subject. It is a subject
which deserves more attention from cost accountants everywhere. There is, however, a great deal of confusion and misunderstanding as to just how cost data
are related to managerial and other decisions. To avoid this confusion and misunderstanding, it is essential to recognize that cost data must be treated differently when they are to be used for different purposes.
Two Human Failings Cloud the Situation
It is a natural human trait to seek simple answers to Our problems. One is
often impressed with the confidence that people have in simple solutions. We
are constantly seeking the one factor that will serve as the answer to a whole
group of puzzles. We search for the key log in the jam, the straw that broke
the camel's back —'the philosophers' stone! Not that there is anything wrong
with the simple answer if it really fits the problem. The trouble is that, in our
zeal to get the one true and simple answer, we frequently overlook the real
nature of the problem.
Worse, when we are faced with a complex problem that demands more careful analysis than we are willing to give it, we get "practical" about it —that is,
we assume away some of the issues, simply because we do not know how to
deal with them, or because we are unwilling to take the trouble to learn what
we ought to know. The world and each of our respective businesses, is so full
of problems that it is not uncommon to find those problems solved by the most
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convenient means —which is to ignore them! We want simple answers and we
get simple answers, even if they must be made simple by ignoring the questions!
A second natural human trait is the tendency to revere mathematics. A quantitative answer is somehow more appealing and more convincing than a non numerical one. Numbers convey a kind of meaning which is less likely to be
misunderstood, because everybody has learned to count in the same way. However, we often go too far in our dependence upon the objectivity of numbers.
We impute to numerical calculations a reality and a dependability which they
may not in fact have. The fact is that numerical data can be manipulated in
many ways, all of which are entirely correct arithmetically and many of which
may be valid for certain circumstances. Sometimes, however, there may be little
validity in the calculations, because they do not apply to the situation. Yet it is
surprising how often people will believe that a given calculation is correct,
merely because it is arithmetically consistent —it can be checked against the rules
of arithmetic.
I have no real quarrel with the emphasis on figures to deal with complex managerial problems. Indeed, I have a healthy respect for those who tackle the
problems of the real world which I avoid by my being a college professor. I
do not wish to suggest that management should operate by guesswork or intuition or that the patterns of cost analysis developed by accountants and applied
by you to the problems of business should be scrapped. I merely wish to point
out that sometimes the ground rules may be more important to playing a game
than is the method of keeping score. Even in keeping score, it is reasonably
helpful to know what game is being played!
I am certain that the two human traits I have mentioned, the search for the
simple answer and the reverence for mathematics, can cause a lot of trouble for
cost accountants. Cost figures may actually be misleading if they are computed
to fit one purpose and used for another purpose. The validity and results of a
business decision may often be traced to the way in which costs were marshalled
in tackling the problem.
Figures on the Family Car
The methods of assembling and applying cost information to the solution of
business problems depend upon the specific purpose or use to be made of the
figures. Data which may have one meaning under one set of circumstances will
have an entirely different meaning under other conditions. Let me illustrate this
by a very simple and common case, the family car. The data are those which
could have come from your personal records —if you are accountant enough to
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keep such records, which I am not! The questions I shall ask are those which
have actually been asked in recent months by my own family. I am fairly sure
that these same questions have arisen in your own case. The data are as follows:
Annual Cost of Operating the Family Car

—

—

=

&

$208.80
Fuel (720 gallons at 29 cents)
Lubricating oil and additives
30.00
16.50
Chassis lubrications
35.00
Inspections and maintenance
28.50
Washing and polishing
26.50
Licenses, city and state
Garage rent (less portion applicable to
126.06
storing furniture, etc.)
Public liability
property damage insurance
67,80
(net after dividend)
$900
Depreciation $2,500
4
400.00
Personal property taxes (Valuation $200)
8.00

Total

$947.16

Per mile, for 10,800 miles, 8.77 cents

These figures presumably answer the question of how much it costs to drive
a car per year. However, the only reason for wanting to know that, is to be
able to make a better decision with regard to some proposed action. The question of whether one can "afford" a car is too vague and meaningless to warrant
much discussion here. I can assure you (from my own experience in selling
cars) that the reasons for automobile ownership are far removed from any questions of economy or cost, in the great majority of cases.
Suppose the car is now in service and the question is raised to whether it
should be used in preference to other transportation for a business trip of say,
1,000 miles. Looking at the items in the cost schedule, it appears that the cost
of fuel, lubrication, and perhaps some of inspection and maintenance, are relevant to the decision. These are costs that would be increased if we drove the car
the extra distance, whereas washing and polishing, licenses, garage rent, insurance, depreciation, and property taxes would be irrelevant to the decision because they would be the same in total, whether or not the proposed trip is made.
If (as some folks do) we trade cars often enough so that we do not purchase
tires, it could well be argued that nothing should be shown for this item, since
it is covered by depreciation. But, if we do not trade often enough to be able
to overlook tire replacements, these should be about one- fourth cent per mile.
Thus we have a per mile estimate of roughly three cents a mile as out of pocket
cost to be considered in this situation. However, there probably should be something added to cover the extra collision risk (which presumably we are carrying
without an insurance contract) and there may be other items, such as extra
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meals, bridgetolls, overnight lodging, etc., to take into account. Evidently what
it costs to drive a car depends upon what you intend doing with it.
Some of you may say, "That's easy —it is the variable costs that are important
anyway. Fixed costs are the ones to ignore!" Do not be too sure about that,
either. If the question is asked as to whether or not the family should operate
two cars instead of one, so that the use of the car by one person does not leave
the rest marooned, the answer is to be found in a quite different way.
The variable costs, those which increase in total with the number of miles
driven, are, in this case, quite irrelevant, unless the two cars in question have
very different operating characteristics. These will be the same for either car
for any given number of miles. If the total mileage for two cars is more than
for one, then the variable costs are relevant, but only for the additional mileage.
The fixed costs are really the important ones for this question. To acquire a
second car will double the washing and polishing, the licenses, garage rent, insurance, depreciation, and perhaps more than double the personal property taxes.
Worse yet, there should also be added the investment aspect of the transaction.
Whether or not interest is a cost, it must certainly be taken into account when
a decision involves tying up funds for such a purpose. Small wonder that the
second car is often a smaller and less expensive vehicle. My own is a jalopy in
the strict sense of that term!
All of this may raise another question— whether it is really wise to own a
car in the first place. There are other means of transport — livery, taxicab, and
car rental services would insist that at least there is something to be said for
their side of the case. How could we use the figures given to establish an
answer to this kind of a question?
If we should give
automobile ownership, the costs shown in the schedule
would be saved, except for the item of depreciation. This is ordinarily computed
on the difference between original cost and ultimate trade -in value at the end
of the intended service -life. In this case, the figures are a new cost of $2,500
three years ago, an expected trade -in at the end of four years at $900. The
difference of $1,600 is spread over four years. Will this $400 per year be saved
by disposing of the car? The car in question actually has a present market value
of $800. If it is used for another year, it will bring only $600. The relevant
depreciation for this purpose is only $200 for the next year, regardless of the
other figures. But we should also include interest on the $800 present market
value. If we had no car, the money could be put to work. What it would earn
is what we lose by keeping the car.
There are perhaps other cost items that should be included. What about the
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dry- cleaning bills arising from walking three blocks in the rain to get the car
from a parking space, while taxicabs roll past the door of the theater? Or how
about the suit that was ruined changing a tire just after leaving a friend's home
at 12:30? Indeed, there are costs that do make a difference and there are computations other than the ones shown in the schedule. My illustration may seem
biased against car ownership, but that is because I have not mentioned other,
perhaps more important, factors than those included in the costs. My wife and
I have two cars and I am sure we could not get along without both of them.
She will not let me use hers, and I am too lazy to walk, even to the drug store!
The question of whether or not one can really afford to operate a car may
have strange implications. One member of our faculty (not an accountant nor
in the business school) once asked what could be done about the very high cost
of operating his car, which he figured at some sixteen cents per mile. The reply
given him (by one who was something of a practical joker) was, "You don't
drive the car enough for it to be efficient —hire a boy to drive it around the
block for several hours each Saturday. That will get your cost down." I am
sorry to report that the professor was stopped from this endeavor only by vigorous persuasion on the part of a more kindly colleague!
Business Needs Which Call for Tailor -Made Costs
Directing our attention more specifically to the subject of costs for special
purposes in business situations, the first question to be raised is, "What is the
nature of these different situations in which costs should be tailor- made ?" I
think the broad classification involved here is a four -fold one:
I. Measuring income.
2. Control of cost incurrence.

3. Overall planning,
4. Decision - making in specific situations.

Measuring Income
In terms of financial reporting —that phase of accounting directed toward informing the employees, investors, and the public of the financial activities and
results of operations —the prime function of cost data is to measure the expense
flow. The trouble encountered in this field is the fact that cost data are related
to income in many different ways.
First, there are two or more basic approaches to the problem with respect to
how price - fluctuations should affect income. Much has been said and done about
this. We have had proposed various types of "lifo," related methods, and index
numbers. Some still hold the view that good old "fifo" or "average" cost is to
be desired. Many of you, I suspect, prefer standard cost pricing for inventories,
with variances carried into the operating statement for the year. Some prefer to
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prorate some or even all standard cost variances to achieve a more conventional
cost calculation for inventories and factory costs of goods sold. To prorate variances, however, is to me even more than a compromise. It is an admission that
conventional accounting for purposes of measuring income is different from the
meeting of managerial needs by the collection of cost - variance data.
What is true of prices can be true of other things, not only in terms of compromise methods but in the pattern of conflicting objectives. The whole concept
of matching costs with revenues can be viewed in at least two ways. When production fluctuates from month to month in order to keep in step with market
demand, there is a problem as to how fixed costs shall be dealt with in the
computation of inventories (i.e., as to how costs shall be assigned against a
fluctuating revenue). Usually, this problem is solved by some pattern of normalization, an allocation of fixed costs leveling the otherwise awkwardly fluctuating inventory costs which would become high when production is low and
low when production is high.
Along with this, comes a closely - related problem as to what is meant by the
"normal" output level. In standard cost theory, idle capacity cost is regarded
as the cost of sub - normal activity. Thus, costs of manufacturing may include
costs that are not costs of product. There are costs of not producing, as well
as costs of production.
In any event, the figures now to be presented are simple only because I have
made them so. If this were a year -end statement, the proration of unabsorbed
burden (or indirect costs) and /or the re- allocation of variance would yield
the results shown, only if all the possible patterns of accounting were to be realigned to the notion of total average annual cost. This is, of course, impossible,
not only because cost accountants differ in their attitudes toward the handling
of variances and under - absorptions, but also because the ordinary situation is too
complex to permit such prorations on any but the simplest bases. Generally, as
I suggested earlier, we solve complex problems by being practical. We force our
problems to be simple.
In this instance, if we assign four -fifths of the manufacturing cost against the
revenue for this period in the example given, the net income is conventionally
established at $35,000. However, this calculation satisfies only those of us who
are concerned about matching cost dollars with revenue dollars, all costs assumed
to "rank abreast!" The statement follows:
Measuring Income
Sales 80,000 units at $5
Manufacturing costs ( 100,000 units)
Direct costs
Variable indirect
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Fixed indirect

50,000

Total
Less inventory (1/5)

$400,000
80,000

Gross margin
Selling costs
General administration

$ 30,000
15,000

Net operating margin (before income tax)

320,000
$ 80,000
45,000
$ 35,000

There are some who think that the matching process is a matching of revenues for a period with costs assigned to that period. On this basis, fixed costs
have no relevance whatever to products or to inventories. They should be "expended" in that period when they appear as costs of 'being in business. Thus,
the inventory would be one fifth of variable costs only, or $ 1 0 ,0 0 0 less, and the
net margin would be only $ 2 5 , 0 0 0 . This view really arises from recognition of
managerial aspects of accounting. Whether "direct" or variable costing is right
or wrong is a matter of purposes and situations. My only point here is to make
it clear that, even for purposes of measuring income, there are different kinds
of costs and different ways of handling cost data.
Cost Control
The second broad purpose that cost data are made to serve is the managerial
objective of placing responsibility for the incurrence of cost. This phase of
cost - analysis is not the same thing as the computation of unit cost for products
and services. One of the major tasks of accounting, from the managerial viewpoint, is the tracing of costs to the making of decisions. If decisions which are
made can be identified with their costs, good decisions can be distinguished
from bad ones; we may not only learn from our mistakes but we may find those
mistakes through analysis of costs associated with decisions.
For control purposes, bases of distribution, methods of cost reapportionment,
and allocations by means of burden or indirect cost rates, are all likely to be irrelevant and useless. Worthy and estimable as such cost calculations may be for
other needs, they simply do not apply, for the most part, to cost control in the
sense we use the term. What is essential to cost control is "activity accounting"
(to borrow a phrase from Eric Kohler). Costs must be related to the things
being done, and this is largely a matter of setting costs against decisions.
To attempt cost control only by the use of unit costs seems to me to overlook
the prime purpose of control, which is to see that the various levels of decisions
that have to be made in a business are harmonious. The salesman who merely
sells as much as he can of everything, the machine tool- hand who merely miniA U G U S T , 1954
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mizes scrap losses, the engineer who designs the most durable mechanism —
may each be working against, rather than for, the satisfactory and profitable
performance of the enterprise functions. The organization and planning devices
that are used to specialize managerial and other skills are and should be supplemented by functional, departmental, and operational - activity classifications of
cost. The classifications should follow the levels of responsibility. Costs over
which a factory manager or superintendent has jurisdiction should be charged at
that level. Those that are associated with other levels of authority or delegated
functions should be so charged. Thus, it is doubltful whether, from this viewpoint, machinery depreciation, building maintenance, and a number of other
costs should even appear at the level of a manufacturing department foreman,
or an operating cost center in the product- costing sense of that term.
Yet, in the patterns of cost incurrence that are associated with given activities,
care must be taken to remove the effect of variables which have no direct connection with the activity being costed. An illustration is afforded by the first of the
two tables next shown. Changes in cost as here portrayed would seem to show
this year's operations less efficient and more costly than last year's. This is true,
but it is irrelevant if the price shifts are beyond the control of the department
head. A more careful comparison making allowances to be sure that price
changes do not affect the comparability of data, yields a quite different result.
The two sets of figures appear below:
Cost Control and Price Shifts
This year
Direct labor
$28,000
Direct materials
50,000
Indirect labor
10,000
Supplies
6,000
Power
2,800
Totals

$96,800

Last Year Adjusted To Current Costs
Direct labor (up 20 %)
28,000
Direct materials (up 40%)
50,000
Indirect labor (up 20 %)
10,000
Supplies (up 40 %)
6,000
2,800
Power
Totals

$96,800

Last year
$24,000
36,000
8,000

4,000
3,000
$75,000

28,800

50,400
9,600
5,600
3,000

$97,400

This kind of difficulty may, of course, be met by other means. But if real
control is to be had by fixing responsibility for decisions, the irrelevant variables
must be ruled out. This same kind of analysis requires adjustment of costs when
standard conditions obtain with respect to equipment, materials or men. Proper
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adjustments are not always obvious or easy to make, but they must be made if
the objective of cost control is to be attained.
Overall Planning
Much of what has been said about cost control applies equally well to the
planning of costs. The attempt to forecast what costs should be and then to
make them behave the way they should is the nearest business administration has
ever come to a scientific or logical pattern. The attempt to forecast results and
then to test these forecasts in experience, is the pattern of scientific advance.
Startling discoveries may arise when the reasons for failure are sought. Research
—at the level of pure theory, or in the more mundane realms of product testing
and development —can teach us much about management. It is important that
the forecasts be sound and that proven hypotheses be employed, but every
hypothesis has its limits. When I was a student in college chemistry, water was
simply H 2 O. Now, they tell me, there are nine kinds of water, each with properties and a formula of its own.
This same kind of thing is true of costs and cost behaviour. Economists and
cost accountants have never understood each other in this area, partly because
they do not understand themselves. Let me illustrate. Every cost is a variable
cost, and every cost is also a fixed cost over some range. The only diffierence
is the size of the step. In theory, every plant can be expanded. Therefore, fixed
costs may jump as we move from a high level of activity to a larger plant or a
new set up of machinery, or another layout. We are frequently plagued by costs
which jump at certain crucial points. These semi -fixed costs are merely smaller
editions of the broad -scale fixed costs. Even so- called variable costs have their
own little step - patterns. Raw materials and direct labor are acquired and applied
in units that are least theoretically unreducible. One more unit of such costs
(however small) is a step in the cost pattern.
There are several other observations which need to be made about costs for
planning. One is that costs always look different in different circumstances. Increases in volume will always elicit more prompt expansion of staff than will
be found feasible in terms of contraction, for the same amount of reduction in
volume. Part of this is because of uncertainty and the desire to maintain
continuity of operations. But part of it is the human desire to cling to what is,
since we know not what should be !
Another observation is that costs need better classification than they are ordinarily given, and more study should be allotted to the problem of cost behaviour.
A U G U S T , 19 54
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We should not wait for statisticians and economists to do such work for us. I
have been much amused to see accountants striving desperately to perfect a formula to forecast travel costs as a percentage of sales, when it is clear that the
factors governing the costs are not sales dollars or tonnage. Even more disturbing is the fact that, once a formula is set, the cost never falls below that formula.
Strong pressure may keep it from rising, but it will not go any lower than we
have said it should be!
Still one other point may be made on the planning aspect of costs. Rate of
activity is often (and I think wrongly) taken as output or capacity or some
related concept. Costs for planning and control purposes are related to decisions. Decisions have to do with inputs, not outputs. It would be better to talk
and think about break -even charts, budgets, and other planning devices in terms
of the input factors which must be controlled, rather than the output bases on
which we can write up our post - mortems!
Decision- making: The Special Order, Choice of Output Level
There are a great variety of cost situations in which the question of relevance
must be asked again and again. It must be checked and rechecked, for cost
data have a way of remaining mute and unchanged under differing conditions.
The right costs for one purpose may be the misleading cost for another. A few
illustrations may serve to point up these problems. I sha11 touch only briefly
on each of the illustrations. Still, and even though these illustrations are not exhaustive, I think they will serve to present the general areas of importance, and
the essential cost data, that are relevant to some specific decisions.
The data presented below this paragraph is directed to the question of whether
or not a special order should be accepted. This order is special in that it is entirely unrelated to any other existing plans or commitments of the firm. The
question in this case is whether or not the firm should accept an order for 1 ,0 0 0
units of this product at a price of $5 per unit. The figures follow:
The Special Order

Gross Margin
Selling cost variable
Administration, fixed
Loss
1700

$140,000
110,000
$30,000
20,000
16,000

36,000
$

Revenue (20,000 units)
Factory costs (20,000 units)
$92,000
Variable
Fixed
18,000

6,000
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It will be seen that the total factory costs applicable to 20,000 units is $110,000, which is $5.50 per unit. The offer seems unattractive, until it is recognized
that acceptance of the order will leave fixed costs unaffected. Thus, the relevant
factory cost is $92,000 variable cost, or $4.60 per unit. Each additional unit
produced will increase factory cost by $4.60. Thus, the acceptance of this order
will tend to reduce a present loss by adding $5,000 to revenue and only $4,600
to factory costs. However, the selling costs are also variable. We have been
assuming tacitly that they were fixed or, at least, would not be increased by the
the acceptance of the order under consideration. However, these selling costs
might include packing, shipping or handling charges that would be increased
if this order is accepted. The answer must be found by establishing which costs
may be expected to increase if the order is taken and by how much. Only by
such an approach can an intelligent decision be made.
Another question is choice of a level of output. The figures below show data
regarding a loss - product. The selling price is set by competition and the market
at $4.50. As can be seen there is no hope of making a profit, since the average
unit cost is, even for the highest output level, $5.51. However, the question
here concerns the level at which the loss will be least? These are the data:
Level of Output -Price Given
Rate of production and sale
10,000
11,000
12,000
13,000
Factory cost, variable
Factory cost, fixed
Selling cost, variable
Administration, fixed

Average unit cost
Average variable unit cost

$37,000
9,000
6,000
6,000

$40,800
9,000
6,600
6,000

$44,600
9,000
7,400
6,000

$48,400
9,000
8,200
6,000

$58,000

$62,400

$67,000

$71,600

$5.80
$4.30

$5.67 $4.31

$5.58-}$4.33

$5.51 $4.35

The answer seems obvious. The unit cost is least at the 13,000 unit level.
This should be the point of lowest loss. But these total average unit figures
are not relevant and the decision suggested by the falling average unit costs is
wrong. For, if we analyze the changes in cost associated with the changer in
output (differential cost), it will be seen that, to produce 11,000 units, involves
costs of $62,400. This, compared with the cost of producing 10,000 units
(58,000), shows a differential of $4,400, or $4.40 per unit. With a price of
$4.50, the deficit is reduced by $100 if the rate of operations is raised to 11,000
units. However, when we compare the cost at 11,000 units with that for 12,000
units, the differential is $4,600 or $4.60 per unit. There is a disadvantage of
10¢ per unit or $100 in the move from 11,000 to 12,000 units. A similar situaA U G U S T , 19 54
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tion is found in the differential cost between 12,000 and 13,000 units. Hence,
the firm will minimize its loss by expanding to 1 1 , 0 0 0 units, but not beyond.
It should be noted that total average unit cost is irrelevant for this purpose.
It should also be pointed out that even average -variable -per -unit cost does not
reflect the cost situation properly. There is no safe way to approach the cost
angles of special orders or output variations except to consider variable costs
only, and then at the indicated levels. Indeed, it is possible to go farther than
this. In any situation involving price or output variations, the only relevant
costs are those variable changes associated with the proposed changes.
Decision Making: Make or Buy, Sell or Process Further
A frequently raised question, and one that deserves attention, is whether to
make or buy an item. The illustrative data is given below:
Unit Cost of Part 17 -432
Direct labor (current cost)
Direct materials (current cost)
Variable indirect cost
Fixed indirect cost

$ 7.00
8.00
4.00
3.00
$22.00

Unit Costs Relevant to Make or
Buy Decision
Direct Labor
$ 7.00
Direct materials
8.00
Variable indirect cost
3.50
Total

$18.50

Quotation is $20 each.

We see the costs of producing a certain part which can be purchased for $20
per unit. First, it should be noted that the earlier comments about currentness
of costs are applicable here, as elsewhere. The data given seem to indicate that
the item in question should be purchased, since the cost of production is $ 2
more than the quotation. However, the data as shown are misleading. If only
the variable costs are considered (since the fixed costs will be the same whether
we make or buy the item) the relevant costs are only $19 per unit.
But there is another angle. It is important that only escapable or avoidable
costs should be recognized in a calculation such as this. It has been suggested
that variable costs do not always behave as expected. Sometimes, they do not
fall when activity is reduced. Hence, a more relevant figure may be had by
including in the tabulation only those costs which could be saved if the part
were not manufactured, in this case $3.50 variable cost per unit. If it were
possible to reduce fixed costs by the decision to purchase this part, that portion
of the fixed cost which could be saved by purchase is a relevant cost of continuing
to produce the item. As for the situation here described, the decision should be
to make this part.
The problem to be approached in the question of sale versus further process1702
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ing is typical of many industrial situations. The alternative often exists of selling a given item at a given stage of completion or of processing it further to
sell at a higher price. For instance, pork may be cured, smoked, canned, etc.
Metals may be fabricated to different degrees. Other products may be delivered
to the market in various forms. Management must decide for the particular firm
how far processing will be carried toward the completely finished state. What
costs apply to such decisons and how are they to be dealt with?
The data below refer to operations on two products which are produced
jointly. The question raised is whether Product B should be sold as such or processed further to make Product C. The figures involved are:
Costs of carrying on the joint process

$36,000

Output of A, 10,000 lbs., Price $3.00 per lb., Sales value, $30,000
Output of B, 10,000 lbs., Price $1.50 per Ib., Sales value, 15,000
10,000 lbs of Product B, -1- $16,000 additional processing will yield
8,000 lbs of Product C, unit price $4.

The question immediately arises as to the cost of Product B. This can be
established conventionally in at least two ways. If 'the joint costs are divided on
the basis of weight, the cost of 10,000 lbs. of Product B is $18,000. This, added
to the cost of further processing gives a total cost of Product C as $34,000.
Since the sale of the latter will bring only $32,000, it does not appear advantageous to carry on the additional processing. However, if the joint costs are
divided on the basis of sales value, the cost of Product B is only $12,000 (1/3
of $36,000) and the total cost of producing Product C is $28,000, which would
indicate a margin of $4,000 to be gained by the additional processing.
Obviously, something is amiss here. The cost allocations give entirely inconsistent results. One or both of them must be wrong. There is no way to establish the correctness of either of these methods of cost allocation. The really important thing to see is that cost allocation between Products A and B is, for the
purpose at hand, irrelevant. The way to approach the problem is to take the
price of Product B and the revenue to be had from its sale as the cost of putting
it into further processing. For that is precisely what is given up when Product
B is subjected to further processing. The alternative or displacement cost is the
relevant cost in this situaion. The calculations would then be:
Displacement cost of puffing Product B into further processing
Additional costs of carrying on the production of Product C

$15,000
16,000

Total Cost of Product C
Revenue from sale of Product C (8,000 z $4)

$31,000
$32,000

Advantage in further processing

$ 1,000
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The validity of this approach may be established by comparison of the total
costs and revenues for each of the alternative actions:
Additional processing—sell Product C,
instead of Product B

Sell Product B without
further processing:

Total revenue
Costs before splitoff
Total costs
Net margin

$30,000
15,000

Sales of Product A
Sales of Product C

$30,000
32,000

$45,000

Total revenues

$62,000

$36,000
$36,000
9,000
$

Sales of Product A
Sales of Product B

Costs before splitoff
Additional processing

$36,000
16,000

Total costs

$52,000

Net margin

$10,000

The reader may perhaps feel that this situation has been forced by the use
of a joint product illustration. This is not the case. The same approach would
be indicated if Product A did not exist. The data relevant to the question of
further processing must include the revenue foregone by not selling the output
at the earlier stage of operations. The costs u p to that point— unless they can
be altered by the decision to process further —are irrelevant and should be ignored.
It is also worth noting that the joint cost situation is a great deal more common than it is ordinarily supposed to be. Most firms, for one reason or another,
have joint costs of producing the various products. For example, to which product should the costs of personnel management be charged? The answer is really
that personnel management costs apply to all products in a joint cost sense.
Many service department costs are joint costs in this same way. In fact, it is
really an unusual situation which does not reflect some elements of the joint
cost problem. What has been said earlier in this discussion about the costs of
not producing, the costs of being in business, the costs of inefficiency, etc., are
cases in point.
The real problem of cost accounting from this viewpoint is not so much the
working out of "bases for distributing" joint costs but of establishing when and
how much cost is relevant to a given question.
Decision Making: Selection, Replacement of Equipment
Enough has already been said to cast some doubt on the too -ready acceptance
of unit costs as a means of making managerial choices. However, one other
area should be explored. Below are shown the data concerning two pieces of
1704
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equipment which can be employed to carry on a specified operation, with outputs as stated:

$

Machine B
100,000
units
7,000
9,000
6,000
3,000
;

Direct labor
Direct materials
Variable indirect
Fixed indirect

Annnal Costs
Machine A
80,000
units
6,400
8,000
4,000
2,400
$20,800

$25,000

260 each

25¢ each

The unit cost comparison on the basis of the data is favorable to the larger
machine. This advantage might apply to other levels of output but it might
not. The relative proportions of fixed and variable costs have an important
effect on the responsiveness of unit costs to shifting volume, and it is a dubious
calculation which does not take this into account. If the data are set up for the
operation of Machine B at a level of 8 0 , 0 0 0 units, we could have:
Direct labor
Direct materials
Variable indirect
Fixed indirect
Total

$ 5,800
7,500
4,900
3,000
$21,200

per unit 26.5¢

The reason for the higher cost at 8 0 , 0 0 0 volume is not merely the presence
of fixed costs. It has been suggested that variable costs may or may not be proportionate to volume of output, or even to the level of input. To make judgments of the sort here under discussion, it is necessary to know something more
about cost behavior than the simple dichotomy of variable and fixed costs.
Further, it should be noted that investment is reflected in these figures only
by depreciation charges. This is inadequate if the amount of investment is
substantial. Whether or not accountants believe that interest is a cost of manufacture is not really important in this situation. What is important is that the
relative investment must be measured in making the decision between these machines. Needless to say, the situation should be studied with full recognition of
income tax effects and with some regard for those risks of obsolescence, supercession and inadequacy that are not considered in the usual accounting depreciation charge. That is, there should be a careful judgment as to the capital recovery situation in regard to the rate of technical progress and possible market
shifts. Cost figures need to be tailored to fit such a situation, so that they reflect,
as best they can, the factors that are relevant to the decision.
A U G U S T , 1954
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Add interest, insurance and property taxes on additional
investment ( 10 %)
Total

Buy
4 B's
28,000

36,000
24,000

12,000

12,000

$104,000
5,000

$100,000

99,000

$100,000

$ 99,000

$105,600

$

Less sunk -cost

Keep
5 A's
32,000
40,000
20,000

$

Direct labor
Direct materials
Variable indirect
Fixed indirect

$

To make even more clear that the cost data employed for management purposes must be fitted to the use to be made of them, consider the question of
replacement. To make matters more concise, let us assume that the company
already owns five machines of Type A considered above. The question is raised
as to whether these should be replaced by four Type B machines. This situation
is purposely constructed to remove the cost fluctuation at varying volume. It is
assumed that 400,000 unit capacity is needed now and in the future. Since
Machine B is obviously superior to Machine A on a cost comparison basis, why
not replace these machines?
The usual pattern of reluctance to replace centers around the unabsorbed book
value of the old machines. But this is irrelevant for, whether or not the old
machines are replaced —and regardless of their book value —the write -off is
whatever it is. It is of no consequence, except as a tax saving.
One real confusion in the data lies in the fact that the cost attributed to the
old machines (now in service) includes deprecation, which is also irrelevant
since it is not a part of the data for decision. If the cost of an A -type machine
is $10,000 and the use life for depreciation is 10 years, then, for five machines
now in service, there has been included in cost $5,000 for the year. This
penalizes machines now owned with a cost that cannot be saved (since there is
assumed no trade -in value). This cost should be removed.
Also, there should be charged in the schedule of cost for the four B -type
machines, not only ten per cent depreciation on their assumed $56,000
total investment, but also interest, insurance, and property taxes on this additional investment. A more relevant comparison is thus the one shown below:

5,600

It should also be noted that the effect of income taxes needs to be considered,
both with regard to the savings or extra costs, and the obsolescence write -off,
also if new machines are acquired. It should also be observed that the deprecia1706
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tion charge on the new machine is minimal and should probably be higher
for this situation.
A word may be necessary as to the charge for interest, insurance and property
taxes. It may be objected that these should be based on average rather than
total investment. The reason for showing them as a percentage of total investment is that the superiority of the new machines is being tested on the basis of
the first year of operation, i.e., in comparison with the current -year outlook for
the machines now in service. To base investment charges on average investment is to assume too much about the problematical future. The advantage in
the new equipment —if there is one — should be obvious in the initial year and it
should be sufficient to cover the investment charge for that year.
Conclusion
These are not all of the situations that could be described. All of the problems of tailor - making cost data have not been presented here. What I have tried
to do is to make it clear that the use to be made of cost data governs their content and that cost data must be tested for revelance before they can be relied
upon in management decision - making.
Cost accountants must not only be aware of these distorting influences in the
data with which they work but must also be willing and able to analyze data in
whatever patterns may be necessary to get proper perspective and to present the
basic information that management needs. It is not enough to present all of
the data, leaving the interpretations to the readers of reports. The responsibility
of the cost accountant is to learn the uses that are to be made of his cost data,
and to make certain that the data are used as they should be, and to see that
relevant and irrelevant data are handled properly, so that management may rely
on the figures for what they purport to be —bases for decision.
The acceptance and discharge of this responsibility does not involve any
shift in principles, abandonment of extant methods or other disturbances.
Rather, such an approach to the cost accountant's job will develop a more essential and fruitful relationship between managers who need information about
their business and the cost accountants who can supply such information. By
this means cost accountants can assume a rightfully deserved place in the productive efforts of industry. They can establish themselves as contributors to
the attainment of progress.
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Achieving Greater Productivity in Accounting
Through Integrated Data Processing
by HAROLD F. VAN CORDER
Director, Methods Planning Division, U.S. Steel Corp, Pittsburgh, Penna.

integrated data processing came into being because the
S solution to a basic problem
was so obvious. What was this problem? Why
TRANGELY ENOUGH,

was the solution so obvious, and why did we establish integrated data processing?
Our business, in common with many others, requires the recording and
processing of data pertinent to the procurement, manufacture and sale of our
products. It also requires that complete and significant information be currently
available to all levels of management so that their decisions result in the continuation of our business on a sound basis. These requirements are increasing
in volume and complexity. The time interval between events and the necessity
for logical decision based on these events is shrinking relentlessly. The problem, then, is to satisfy these data processing requirements in a comprehensive
and timely manner.
At a first glance, it would appear that adequate systems design, conformance
to schedules, and mechanization would solve the problem. Closer scrutiny reveals that this is being accomplished in specific areas but lacks integration
between various phases, locations and applications. Absolute standardization or
centralization would probably create more problems than it would solve. This is
evident when we consider the size and types of businesses which comprise
United States Steel.
With regard to size, we have manufacturing plants which employ fewer than
one hundred persons and others in excess of twenty thousand sales, offices
ranging from one employee to several hundred, general headquarters offices
from fifty to more than three thousand, retail department and specialty stores
from two persons to five hundred.
Types of businesses include mining, manufacturing, processing, distributing,
fabricating, and transportation. Products and services comprehend basic iron and
steel, both finished and semi - finished, tubing, fencing, wire and cable, strapping,
oil country supplies and machines, pails, drums, garden tools and garbage cans,
fabricating and erecting structures such as skyscrapers, bridges and towers,
cement, groceries, meats, sporting goods, and pre- fabricated homes. Sales locations and methods of distribution include district and headquarters sales office,
warehouse sales, mill shipments, retail stores for groceries, meat, furniture and
home appliances, and oil well drilling supplies and machines. Rail and water
1708
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transportation are also provided. So you see, we have much in common with
businesses of many types and sizes.
Recording Data at (origin on Five - Channel Punched Tape
The solution becomes obvious when we realize that all data have their beginning —the day, hour or minute of birth, the origination, if you will. Why not
record these data automatically or manually at the time and place of their origin
on devices which preserve the data in a mechanical form? Having done this,
require that all subsequent processing of data be performed and preserved in
mechanized form. To distinguish this solution from the conventional approach,
let me emphasize three points of difference:
I. Original data are recorded at their
point of origin in a mechancial form.
2. Once in mechanical form, data are
processed exclusively in a mechanical
manner.

3. All processing of data is integrated so
that original data in mechanical form
serve all subsequent applications.

The problem has been stated and the solution defined. How then, are we to
implement the solution? If we are to mechanize data processing under this concept, we must use available office machines in a very comprehensive and yet
selective fashion. This requires a basic compatibility between different types
of machines and between the machines of different manufacturers. A common
language is required to mechanically transfer raw data between the various types
of equipment. We have selected the five- channel punched communication code
for this purpose.
The common language of the office machine has been the machine operator
who provides the translation link between machines and data. The five hole
punched tape now becomes the common language link between the original
recording and all subsequent data handling. We see this tape depicted in
Exhibit 1 . The human link between data and machines is restricted to the original
recording of original data. This five channel tape is punched in the uniform
communications code. Office machines now using the same code include production recorders, adding machines, bookkeeping machines, typewriters, calculators, tape to punched card, punched card to tape, and high -speed data processing equipment. The 'open" or "bank" codes are flexible for functional
purposes such as stop, carriage return, line feed, plus, minus, tabulate, etc. Since
this code has always been the standard of our telegraph systems, it involves
no revision or adjustment in either communication or office machines using five
channel tape.
A U G U S T , 1954
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THE PUNCHED TAPE
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UNIFORM FIVE CHANNEL PUNCHED CODE
NOTE: FEED HOLES ARE rr /N L/NEI' WITH CODE HOLES
EXHIBIT 1

Since punched tapes are frequently used as master tapes to automatically enter
nonvariable or repetitive information in common language machines, consideration must be given to improve methods for filing and finding of master tapes.
In instances in which master tapes are of sufficient length or do not require
rapid filing and finding, three of the many filing methods are:
I. Insert tapes in labeled envelopes and
file behind properly indexed tabs.
t. Coil tapes, store in labeled microfilm
boxes and file in microfilm file drawers.

3. File tapes in conventional file folders
or card holders having visible index margins or tabs.

Unit -Type Data Record on Edge- Punched Cards
The five channel punched tape is, of course, a serial or continuous form of
record. In order to provide for a unit type record, we have also incoporated
the five channel common language punched code into a unit record card. (Exhibit 2.) The same punch that is used for punching codes in tape is also used
for punching codes along the edges of cards. Fanfold card stock is fed into the
punch of a common language machine. Thus, a unit record card of uniform
size can be filed singly or in fanfold multiples. A single or multiple card of a
given size can be filed in a uniform size file container.
Fanfold or single unit record cards can then be fed into the reader of a common language machine. This process is the subject of Exhibit 3• The single
unit record card is used when the recording is short enough to be contained in
1710
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UNIT RECORD CARDS

FAN FOLD

.................

EDGE PUNCHED

f

j

PU NC H

EXHIBIT 2

a single card and /or requires manual or mechanical sorting. The multiple unit
record card is used when the record is long enough to require more than one
card but not long enough to require a serial tape record and does not require
mechanical sorting. In instances in which the punched common language records are numerous, of short length, and require rapid and repetitive filing and
finding, the edge punched unit record card in single or multiple form is
used. Obviously, where the common language records are less numerous and
do not require rapid filing and finding, the serial record tape is used.
To illustrate the utility of the edge punched card as a unit record, let us
consider two examples. The card shown at the top of Exhibit 4 has been edge punched across the entire length of the lower edge. It has been interpreted
across the upper edge for visual selection and horizontal filing purposes. The
card at the bottom of Exhibit 4 has been edge - punched across the full length
of the upper edge and across the lower edge, except for a small area on the
right. This area on the right has numerical tabulating card holes punched in ten
columns, so that the card may be mechanically sorted on tabulating sorters. If
the top edge punching had been limited to the same area as the lower edge, the
tabulating code punching could be alpha- numeric for sorting. The card has
also been interpreted on left end for vertical file indexing and visual selection.
Many other combinations of edge and tabulating punching in both numeric
and alpha- numeric are possible, as required by specific applications.
Displayed here in Exhibit 5 are examples of various card sizes and filing
systems and equipment. At the top are card forms representing four filing systems, i.e., horizontal and vertical tab indexed filing and vertical and horizontal
A U G U S T , 1954
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777
READER

EXHIBIT 3

visible margin indexed filing. At the bottom are illustrated the filing equipment
used to house these respective systems cards. These are indicative of a few card
sizes, systems and equipment. However, any card size, system or equipment could
be used. The unit record card provides the following advantages:
Filing —Cards may be indexed, interpreted, and filed in existing tube and
drawer file equipment and filing systems.
Handling —The accuracy and speed of filing and finding cards are greatly
improved.
Capacity —Five channel code punching is ten characters to the inch. Five
channel code punched in one edge is close to tabulating card column
capacity and when punched in both edges can exceed tabulating card
capacity.
Sorting —Cards can be sorted by punching the required sorting information
in tabulating code.
Master coding --Nonvariable or repetitive information may be pre - punched
in any combination of five channel or tabulating code in a single or multiple card unit record.
Punching —Cards may be punched on several standard five channel punches.
Cards may also be punched in tabulating code on any punched card
equipment.
Reading —Cards may be read on standard five channel readers.
Cards —Single or continuous type cards may be ordered in blank or pre punched form.
General— Improved card insertion devices are being designed by several manufacturers to facilitate the feeding (manual or automatic) and ejection
of single cards, multiple cards, and card decks.
7712
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EXHIBIT 4

Place of Common Language in Data Processing Applications
It has been stated that the five channel punched tape or card is the common
language link between original data and subsequent data processing. Our concept of utilizing this common language is phrased in Exhibit 6. This concept
is the basic fundamental of integrated data processing through common language machines. Its purpose is to put dynamic life into data at its inception.
Its use is the self - perpetuation of data during the useful life of the data.
We have been working with the major suppliers of office equipment for the
past several years to obtain a greater degree of mechanization in clerical work.
It was recognized that machines operated rapidly and accurately but that the
manual operation of keyboard entry and document manipulation limited the
potential speed of machines. Exhibit 7 indicates the various machines involved.
Considerable progress has been made in the field of automatic document hanA U G U S T , 1954
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EXHIBIT 5

dling but little, if any, improvement has occurred in the other manual machine
operations. Study showed that the large majority of manual operations resulted
from the repetitive entry of the same data. In fact, as mechanization increased,
repetitive entries increased.
Emphasis was placed on the mechanization of repetitive data. This required
the creation of a mechanized form of data such as the punched card but not
necessarily a unit record. It was also necessary to have this mechanized data in a
common form or language which could be understood by all machines, including the punched card variety. The five channel punched tape which was chosen
as the common language because it was serving the communication field and
because communication is an important factor in both centralized and decentralized data processing.
At this point, let us define "common language." The common language of
integrated data processing has the following qualities and abilities:
A recording medium that: (a) comprehends the 26 letters of t he alphabet, the ten
decimal digits and a minimum of special characters and functions; ( b ) has the
ability to directly mechanize the t ransf er of raw dat a between office and communication machines manufactured by different suppliers.

The native languages of office machines are all mechanized or nonmechan1714
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THE COM MON LANGUAGE CONCEPT

CONCEPT
IO RECORD

DATA AT THE POINT OF ORIGIN ON OFFICE
MACHINES WHICH CREATE PUNCHED TAPES OR CARDS
AS THE AUTOMATIC BY- PRODUCT OF THE RECORDING
OPERATION

2O

PROCESS ORIGINAL AND SUBSEQUENT DATA ON OFFICE
MACHINES WHICH READ AND PUNCH TAPES OR CARDS

SO T HAT
"ALL DATA IS SELF PERPETUATING"
EXHIBIT 6

ized recording or transfer media other than common language. To summarize,
integrated data processing common language is the five channel tape or edge
punched card. Native languages are punched tapes other than five channel,
punched cards, magnetic tapes, gears, levers, dials, etc.
Adapting Equipment, and Data Sequences to Which Adapted
Many office equipment suppliers agreed to equip their machines for common language. The result has been a number of advanced items of equipment.
Production recorders exist in two basic forms: first, as a manually operated device for recording descriptive and cumulative data in printed and punched tape
form and, second, as an auxiliary unit attached to and operated by an automatic
measuring or counting device. In the latter instance, it performs the same function but in a completely automatic mannner. In addition to punching a tape,
this type of machine can read repetitive data from another tape in conjunction
with keyboard entries of original data. Both document and punched tape records may be selective in their recordings.
A communication machine can read and write in punched tape form and
print and punch selectively both the repetitive and the keyboard data. The
common language of the punched tape permits the production recorders and
A U G U S T , 1954
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ADAPTABILITY OF MACHINES TO COMMON LANGUAGE
DOC.

DOC.

DOC.

PRODUCTION
RECORDERS

COMMUNICATION
MACHINES

TYPEWRITERS

KEYBOARD

KEYBOARD

KEYBOARD

• • • •

DOC.

DOC.

DOC.

ADDING
MACHINES

BOOKKEEPING
MACHINES

CALCULATORS

KEYBOARD

KEYBOARD

• • •

FIVE CHANNEL PUNCHED TAPE

•

COMMON LANGUAGE

•

•

KEYBOARD

• •

•

•

•

TAPE TO CARDI I CARD TO TAPE I I PROCESSORS

KEYBO

PUNCHED
CARD

TABULATING EQUIPMENT

EXHIBIT 7

communication machines to communicate with each other in an automatic
manner.
Typewriters, adding machines, bookkeeping machines, and calculators, can
also be equipped to read and punch a tape. They can accept keyboard entries
and record in punched tape and printed form on a selective basis. They all
speak the same language, record original data in punched tape, and all data
can be self - perpetuated.
Similarly adapatable are punched card equipment and high -speed processors.
The tape to card machine reads the common language and creates the punched
card unit record. The punched card is automatically interpreted by punched
card machines which provide for the entry of additional repetitive data by
means of other punched cards. Original data can be entered by selected key 1716
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EXHIBIT 8

board equipment. Documents can be printed on a selective basis. The punched
card can then be read by a card to tape machine which punches the common
language punched tape for subsequent processing by machines other than the
punched card variety. Punched cards or tapes can be fed into the high -speed
processors. The processors can punch cards for subsequent punched card machine operations and, also, the common language punched tape for other
machines.
Now, what are some of the logical steps which we can follow in establishing
integrated data processing through common language machines? P e r h a p s a n other look at the machines and functions of the clerical process will prove helpful. Exhibit 8 shows a "conveyor line" made of the common language punched
tape. The functions of the clerical process are progressive stations along the
conveyor representing logical entities of clerical operations. Below each function is a list of the common language office machines previously discussed. As
Exhibit 8 shows what might be the maximum selection of machines by functions
in the clerical processing of data in the area of sales, so Exhibits 9 and 10 show
the same for production and purchasing respectively. Particular companies may
make different selections of functions within each process. These illustrations
are

indicative only. One thing to consider, however, is that, no matter what the
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EXHIBIT 9

selection, it is necessary to be certain that the functional groupings are broad
and yet well- defined.
The clerical processing of sales data is divided into the functions of sales
order and acknowledgement, production planning and control, inventories, shipping, invoice, accounts receivable and sales statistics. Machines marked with an
"x" are those which might be used under each function. The clerical processing
of production data has been divided into the functions of time and production,
inventories, payrolls, facility cost data, labor statistics, product costs, and cost
statistics. Again the machines marked with an "x" represent the possible maximum types within a function when considered from an over -all viewpoint. Purchasing data has been divided into the functions of requisitions, order, receipt
of materials, invoice audit, inventories and costs, accounts payable, and statistics.
Similarly, the machines marked with an "x" within each function again show
the range of equipment which could be considered.
Thus, the last two paragraphs have brought us closer to the logical steps
which we follow in establishing integrated data processing through common
language machines. No attempt can be made to provide detailed instructions
which would have universal utility. However, the method of application shown
in Exhibit 11 is the basis for our detailed planning.
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An Application in the Clerical Processing of Sales
Based on this type of planning, let us consider a systems application utilizing the common language machines. The application we will consider is in the
field of sales data processing which covers the following areas:
Area I. Sales O d e r and Acknowledgeme n t— Includes Sales Order writing, reproduction and transmission
to producing or shipping point, acnowledgement to customer and
other normal operations of a sales
entering function.
Area 2. Production Plannin g and Co ntrol
— Assembly of order detail to determine services, materiel, labor or
machine requirements. Ordering
services or materials, scheduling
labor and machines and scheduling
shipments.
Area 3. inventories — Preparation of production reports, Maintenance of

inventory balances by processing
debits or credits. Stock and were house controls, ate.
Area 4. Shipping —Preparation of loading
tellies, pecking slips, togs or labels,
shipping notices and bills of lading.
Area 5. Invoicing— Pricing, extension and
preparation of invoice.
Area 6. Accounts Receivable—Posting invoices and remittances. PrepareLion of statements.
Area 7. Sales Statistics— Development of
statistical data and preparation of
reports.

In brief, we will integrate the processing of data on a sale from the writing
of an order all the way through its execution to the receipt of payment and
the preparation of statistics. In Exhibit 1 2 , there appears a chart which shows,
in general, the flow of sales data processing and the common language machines
A U G U S T , 19 5 4
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Steps to be followed in Applying Integrated Data Processing through
Common Language Machines

METHOD OF APPLICATION
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employed in the process. Moving from left to right, we can follow the complete
integration and perpetuation of data.
At the sales office, a customer's order would be prepared on an electric typewriter with tape reader and punch. On file at the sales office, we would have
tape prepunched with information which is repetitive on each customer's orders.
This would cover such items as charge to, sold to, routing and rate. In a typical
sales order prepared in this manner, more than seventy per cent of the informa1720
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and represents the variables for the specific order such as order number, date,
item description, quantity and so forth.
In the course of typing the order form (which is an offset master), we would
simultaneously produce two five channel punched paper tapes for use at the
manufacturing plant. The one tape would carry full order detail for invoicing
purposes. The other tape would carry selected data for production planning and
scheduling purposes. (This is possible through the program tape feature of the
unit.) Should there be urgency in transmitting the order to the manufacturing
plant, the tape with full order detail could be fed into a teleprinter for telegraph transmission to the plant. Normally, the offset master order and the two
tapes are forwarded by mail to the plant.
At the plant, the offset master is used to produce the order acknowledgment,
as well as production orders for the various manufacturing units involved. The
tape for production planning purposes is converted to tabulating cards for
each order item by a tape -to -card unit. The cards thus created are used in a
mechanized production planning and scheduling system. The tape can also be
A U G U S T , 1934
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SAMPLE INVOICE RESULTING FROM INTEGRATED DATA PROCESSING
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used to create plates on the automatic graphotype for preparation of identification tags and labels.
When shipment is made against the order, the other tape, furnished by the
sales office and carrying full order detail, is fed into a combination electric typewriter- calculating unit and, from the shipping papers and the common language
tape, the invoice is prepared.
Accomplishm ents Incorporated in Processing the Sales Data
In the sample invoice shown in Exhibit 13, all of the detail blocked with a
solid line is automatically typed from the tape. The detail blocked with a dash
line is manually typed. All of this automatic and manual typing is performed
on the combination unit so that, when we manually type quantity shipped and
the unit price, these entries are carried by control circuit as the multiplier and
multiplicand to the calculator. The extension is made and the product is automatically tabulated on the invoice in the amount column. The detail automatically tabulated is shown on the sample blocked with a dotted line — including
7722
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PRODUCTION RECORDER

EXHIBIT 14

the total invoice amount. The invoice illustrated is simple in nature. It should
be pointed out that the combination unit can be programmed also to calculate
and deduct discount, to calculate sales tax and to calculate and add prepaid
freight. The foregoing completes description of the invoice preparation, as such.
However, the combination typewriter - calculator can produce punched tape
and punched cards. In the preparation of the invoice, these features are used
to the extent that a punched card is automatically produced for each item
A U G U S T , 1954
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EXHIBIT 16

shipped, carrying all of the codes and details necessary for sales statistics purposes. Classification and recapitulation is, of course, accomplished through
punched card accounting machines. Further, in the course of preparing the
invoice, a punched tape is produced carrying the necessary detail for posting
to accounts receivable ledgers. Posting to the accounts receivable ledger card
is achieved automatically by feeding the punched paper tape for the invoice
into a tape reading and punching bookkeeping machine.
In the application just described and shown here, covering the field of sales
data processing, it is believed that there is illustrated a fulfillment of the integrated data processing concept, for we have:
I. Recorded data at the point of origin on
office machines which create punched
tapes or cards as the automatic by -product of the recording operation.

2. Processed original and subsequent data
on office machines which read and punch
tapes or cards, so that all data are self perpetuating.

This application, to a large extent, has followed the direct use of punched
tape in the processing of data. While we have talked in terms of punched tape,
it should be noted that, in this application and others, a unit card, edge - punched
with the five channel code, can be used to advantage in actuating the units
described.
A U G U S T , 1954
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EXHIBIT 17

Description of Some Common Language Machines
Perhaps a quick look at a few common language machines may prove helpful
at this point. The production recorder shown in Exhibit 14 automatically
weighs and measures the length of product during manufacture and visually
indicates the data for manufacturing process control. It also automatically prints
and punches data in common language tape form for subsequent data processing.
Telegraph communication devices which punch and read tape are standard
equipment in most telegraph installations. In the area of these devices, it suffices to say that punching and reading equipment may be purchased from manufacturers for captive installations or leased from the communication companies.
Public wire services may also be utilized. In United States Steel we operate our
own leased wire telegraph system as illustrated in the diagram in Exhibit 15.
Data may be sent and received at all of the seven switching centers and the
many stations shown. The common language tape can be originated, communicated, and processed on any centralized or decentralized pattern, as required.
The electric typewriter pictured in Exhibit 16 is another and very important
common language machine. It can create and use punched tapes or edge1726
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BOOKKEEPING MACHINE WITH TAPE ATTACHMENT

EXHIBIT 18

punched cards. Repetitive information may be automatically entered via tapes
or cards into the reader, together with program steps for machine functions.
The output tape provides the mechanized link to subsequent operations.
The familiar adding machine (Exhibit 17) is an extremely important device
in the area of original recordings such as inventory and production recording.
Again, the output tape provides the mechanized link to subsequent data
processing.
Applications requiring distribution and totals accumulation are particularly
adaptable to the bookkeeping machine which produces a common language
tape. This is the subject of Exhibit 18. The by- product of machine operation
on any application can be a common language tape containing selected information for subsequent mechanized operations.
An excellent example of integration of machines is found in the "computyper" which consists of a tape /card punching and reading electric typewriter
and a rotary calculator. This equipment is displayed in Exhibit 19. Predetermined information and program steps can be automatically entered via pre punched tapes or cards. Variable information can be entered via the keyboard.
AU G US T , 1 95 4
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COMBINATION TYPEWRITER- CALCULATOR
EXHIBIT 19

Both prepunched and variable information are entered in the typewriter. The
calculator automatically performs the arithmetical operations of additon, subtraction, multiplication, and division, as the result of program steps and data
entered in the keyboard and the reader. Selective information can be automatically typed on the typewriter and punched in tapes, edge- punched cards or
tabulating cards.
Tape to card conversion is an aid to integration. The machine used for this
can selectively and automatically punch tabulating cards from a punched tape.
The cards can then be processed on conventional tabulating equipment. The
reverse of this, card to tape conversion, can be done similarly. Data selected
from punched cards can be converted to punched tape for further processing on
equipment other than tabulating or sent over telegraph lines to a distant point.
The punched tape from common language office and communication machines
can be used on the Automatic Graphotype (Exhibit 20) to create embossed
plates. The plates may be used for the rapid creation of single or multiple written lines on documents, labels, and tags.
In our discussion thus far, we have considered office machines with which we
are all familiar. The question, no doubt, arises as to what extent such a program
can be adapted to the use of high -speed electronic equipment? The answer
1728
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is that the five channel punched paper tape, the common language, can be converted to tabulating cards, magnetic tape and punched paper tape with additional code channels to suit the native language of the high -speed data
processors.
Let us start with a conversion which will be quite familiar, that of punched
tape to punched cards. This is presently being done at the base rate of ten characters per second and, it is our understanding, equipment will soon be available
to permit a speed of fifteen characters per second. Consider for a moment what
we have accomplished in this simple step. We have taken the common language
and converted it to the native language of punched card equipment. We can
also convert the card back into tape and make it common again. What can
transpire between these conversions by manipulation of the cards is something
with which industrial accountants are familiar.
If we were confronted with a machine the native language of which required
a six, seven or even eight channel punched paper tape as input, this can be accomplished through a converter which will accept the common language and
perform the task at the rate of between 600 and 1,200 characters per minute.
A U G U S T , 1954
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Once again, the converse is true, in that the higher levels of punched tape can
be made common again. By virtue of these converters, we have the ability to
create the native languages of any equipment and, with it, we are in a position, as we are, to select the machines best suited to our business.
However, to give a vibrant tone to the "flexible future," let us consider how
we are actually in a position to make the final step into the area of high - speed,
data processors in view of our common language tape. We have purposely used
the term, data processors, throughout this paper, for it is our belief that we
should no longer think of them as computers but rather as machines capable
of handling many types of information flowing through a business at amazing
speeds. If the manufacturers will forgive me for this analogy, they are, in reality,
large adding machines. Actually, multiplication is repeated addition and division repeated subtraction. It is the tremendous speed with which these machines operate that enables them to get away with this mode of operation.
Unlike the adding machine, however, they have the ability to store large volumes
of data, available immediately upon command during the calculations. There
are high -speed data processors which use punched cards as input and output
and the technique of obtaining them from the common language has been
mentioned. However, in most cases, they use a magnetic tape which affords a
much faster media from which to read and record.
Currently available are machines which will convert punched cards to magnetic tape at the rate of 200 to 250 cards per minute and perform a verification of the conversion simultaneously. The resulting tape looks as it did
originally after the conversion. As a matter of fact, instead of holes, it contains a series of magnetic spots which the input unit of the data processor can
understand. Once again, we have converted our common language to the native
language of punched cards and then to the native language of the high -speed
data processor. Once the information is in the native language of the data
processor, there is a possibility that, upon the conclusion of the operation, we
may again want the common language. A machine is currently available to serve
this purpose and to convert from magnetic tape to punched cards at a rate of
200 cards per minute, with the resulting cards converted to punched paper tape.
The high -speed data processors afford the potential user an opportunity to
make many definite determinations he has never been able to make before.
The answers to some of the more puzzling questions about business can be obtained. Some of these questions concern the most economical lot size for production, the most economic inventory size, and the most efficient use of manpower and machines. The hours of computation required under our present
methods can be reduced to minutes. The basic function of any office is to as1730
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semble and report on facts as quickly and accurately as possible. Insofar as the
high -speed processors aid us in performing the more complex problems previously mentioned, this is merely an addition to the basic function and it should
not be considered a revolution.
The Foundation for a "Flexible Future"
It can readily be sensed that we are preparing ourselves for future high -speed
data processing equipment. Our ability to convert from the common language
to the native language of other machines has, indeed, laid the base for a flexible
future. Even in the area of high -speed data processors, as with our present
adding and bookkeeping machines, we can be selective and base our conclusions upon the merits of the individual equipment itself. In effect, we are
common to them all. For the common language tape is compatible with present
equipment, be it typing, calculating, or even the high -speed data processors
as we know them today. It is our conviction that our methods must achieve
compatibility with future equipment and that we must evaluate these new machines on their individual abilities as they apply to our partitcular business. We
can and should ask that they be capable of accepting the common language
and generating it again upon the completion of their function. We then have
the ability to break our integrated chain of events momentarily and, through
conversion, take advantage of it and then return to the main line.
A firm foundation is absolutely essential. We believe that, through the byproduct generation of the five channel punched paper tape common language,
our base is sound and through the ability to convert to the native language of
any equipment, our future is flexible.
"Cradle -to- Grave" Data Processing
The rather detailed picture of our program was presented to convey the
conviction that the concept upon which this program is built is the concept we
must adopt to obtain proper utilization of machines. We must consider mechanization not on a piece -meal basis, jumping from one office operation to another,
but on a completely integrated basis in which we consider the full gamut of
processing data from the time it is originated until it is finally tucked away in
its last resting place. Further, in considering the completely integrated system,
we are led gently but firmly into the coding, procedurizing and programming
that are necessary for the ultimate utilization of the high -speed data processing
equipment.
A U G U S T , 1954
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Practical Application of Electronic Equipment
to Accounting
by JOHN M. THEIS
Manager, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co., Chicago, Illinois

has become a "buzz' word joining "atomic" and
space flight" in conveying the impression of scientific magic. The glamour
of the word has been the magnet which has drawn attention to a new concept
of business data handling. An invitation to speak of practical application in
this atmosphere presents a challenge. The equipment i t practical and there is
every reason to be enthusiastic about its possibilities.
We are all somewhat familiar with electronic card multipliers which are now
an integral part of many punched card installations. For purposes of this paper,
we will be referring to electronic equipment in the broader term of electronic
data processing systems. Many may ask, "What is an electronic data processing
system?" Perhaps the simplest way to answer this question is to draw a comparison between the electronic system concept and another system familiar to
most of us.
For example, the highest degree of mechanization heretofore is the punched
card system, with separate machines each designed to perform certain functions,
such as sorting, collating, calculating, and printing. The cards contain basic
information which is processed by having an operator move the cards from one
machine to another to perform the separate operations necessary to obtain a
desired end product such as, accounting reports, payroll checks, etc. In contrast,
the theory of an electronic computer system is to record all basic information
once on a punched card, punched paper tape, or magnetic tape. By means of
instructions coded to the machine, this information is then processed through a
series of connected electronic components which perform thousands of arithmetic
and logical operations in fractions of a second. The end product is information
recorded on punched cards, punched paper tape, magnetic tape, or a printed
report.
In a punched card system, information is permanently stored on punched cards
or on a printed document. In an electronic system information is permanently
stored on either punched cards, a printed document, punched paper tape, a
magnetic drum, or magnetic tape. The choice of storage is dependent upon the
manner in which the information is to be subsequently used and the frequency
of reference to the information. Magnetic drums and magnetic tapes represent
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one of the principal advantages of an electronic computer system over other systems, in that they afford a means of storing vast amounts of readily accessible
information.
Developments of the Past Year
With this brief introduction let us now take a look at electronic equipment developments since the annual N.A.C.A. Conference of a year ago. Beginning with
input devices, we find that there has been little change in the techniques for
input to electronic systems, namely, punched cards, punched paper tape, and
magnetic tapes. Photoelectric devices are now in use which read punched paper
tape at 450 digits per second or better, a considerable improvement over earlier
paper tape devices. Research and experimentation on the various scanning,
photographic, and photoelectric techniques are continuing, but more time is apparently needed before they will be perfected for widespread commercial use.
Such changes as have been made in the central computing or arithmetic sections of the systems have not been dramatic from a commercial application
standpoint. However, they are being rendered more useful in view of the probable tie -in with improved auxiliary equipment such as is being developed in the
common - language machine field.
For those who are interested in rapid printing of computer output, there have
been some important announcements. Printers which are capable of speeds
ranging from several hundred to over a thousand lines per minute have been
introduced. This is very encouraging, but not significant to most companies as
yet, because of the problems of producing a sufficient number to supply the demand and because, as to use of them, there is a question of economic justification
for the average concern.
The most significant event in terms of complete electronic systems has been
the delivery of the first two large -scale general - purpose digital computers intended for commercial use. Also, it is now possible to see some prototypes and
production models of the more moderately priced equipment.
Excluding research and experimental work, which is still under wraps, this
about covers the events of the past year in terms of new equipment.
What Is the Outlook?
Now the question is: What can we expect in the near future? The large
general- purpose computers are proving themselves and, I believe, we are going
to see a steady demand for these systems. For at least a couple of years, this
demand will probably exceed the equipment manufacturers' ability to keep pace.
A U G U S T , 1954
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The majority of firms are probably more interested in special - purpose or
general - purpose equipment in what might be called the small to medium -sized
range. Equipment in this class is now available. True, it has relative limitations
when compared with the larger machines, but many of the same techniques
are employed. There is no apparent reason why some of these smaller systems
cannot do a commendable mechanization job for the average company as well
as many large companies. Although the smaller systems are being overshadowed
by the more highly publicized giants, I personally believe they have outstanding
possibilities.
Acceptance of the idea of electronic computers for commercial problems began
very deliberately and is gaining momentum rapidly. The user had to get the
feel of these new machines. The task of closing the gap between the technical
know -how of the manufacturer and business procedures know -how of the user
is a slow process. Interested customers, equipment manufacturers, research
groups, and accounting firms have devoted many man -years to the job. The
manufacturer is continually gaining knowledge of the user's needs and is seeking to meet his requirements. The user has become more familiar with the
equipment and has a better understanding of some of the manufacturer's problems. The fruits of these joint efforts are becoming increasingly evident.
The concern of the user over the matter of equipment obsolesence has been a
deterrent to more rapid progress. Much of the concern can be attributed to the
fact that the user has picked up random bits of information about technical features which he was not prepared to evaluate. Closer contact with the manufacturer and the equipment has inspired the necessary confidence. I believe the
obsolescence question has been overplayed. If the equipment can do the job
and you can justify the dollars and cents, I see no reason to wait.
More information will be available as additional equipment is placed in the
field and industry groups have greater opportunities to exchange ideas and experiences.
Who Should Be Considering Electronic Equipment?
Turning from these early problems, let us consider who should be looking at
this equipment. It would be impossible to give a general answer to this question. There are too many "ifs" involved. Electronic systems have a place in
both large and small companies —those with less than a thousand employees as
well as many thousands. What is more important to the individual is the question: Should I be seriously considering this equipment? In seeking an answer to
this question these problems are encountered:
1734
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I . There are few examples to be seen. You
probably cannot see a computer performing an operation similar to your
own.
2. It is hard to visualize what a computer
might do in your company. It is possible
that your biggest problem would be a
"natural" for a computer and you would
not realize it.
3. Training in electronic equipment is time-

consuming and expensive. It is not obtained casually.
4. In the final analysis, you must think in
terms of specific kinds of equipment to
do a special job. There are many equipment manufacturers and a number of
them should be contacted before you
can feel sufficiently competent to judge
which equipment is best suited to your
needs. This is also time - consuming and
expensive.

To obtain the answer to these and many other problems there are several
approaches. These are to request the manufacturer to make a survey and proposal, to develop staff to do the job, or, to engage outsiders to evaluate the
feasibility and assist in the planning. Some companies have resorted to all three
as a practical way to obtain a satisfactory answer.
The importance of taking a good look at what is available before making
commitments cannot be over - emphasized. I frequently encounter situations
where companies have taken a narrow approach to what amounts to a broad
problem. Some of these companies believe they are well along in their computer
programs and yet they are unfamiliar with much of the development in the field.
When comparing equipment, there are a number of questions for consideration. Does the equipment lend itself well to expansion? Can capacity or
facility be built on initial components or can components be replaced as new
products are developed? Will the equipment handle all of the problems planned
for it? Where is it limited? Input? Output? Storage capacity? Speed? Is
the equipment compatible with other systems? For example, does it tie in well
with tabulating equipment if that is an integral part of the present system?
What does the vendor offer in the way of service, maintenance, and stand -by
facilities? The equipment is reliable, but most companies want the security of
being assured of system operation in the event of unforeseen shutdown. They
want to feel that the vendor is a partner in the venture until it is proved. Then,
too, is the ability of the equipment reasonably consistent with the requirements
of the application? For example, the system may have the capacity, but is it
too big in proportion to the job? Conversely, is it too small in terms of future
plans? Technical advice may be requested when making this determination.
What Should You Be Doing to Prepare for Electronics?
Because it takes a great deal of effort to become familiar with electronic
equipment in order to determine its application and considerable additional
effort must be put into preparation for its use, a few comments on the subject of
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preparing for electronics may be helpful. Not everyone can move in a sweeping
fashion when planning new ways of doing things. However, there undoubtedly
are many concerns that could be setting up a real program, which have not taken
more than a few preliminary steps. The companies which are going ahead and
evaluating their problems on the basis of presently available facilities are experiencing surprising results in terms of potential savings. Many are reaping
benefits from examining their operations analytically for the first time. All are
storing up invaluable know -how and developing personnel to handle the equipment when it is obtained.
I would like to mention a few key points to be kept in mind in companies
ready for electronics:
I. Take a broad and comprehensive look at
operations. search for the knotty problems which have been tolerated due to
the time and cost involved in solving
them or the lack of satisfactory equipment to do the job.
2. Allow sufficient time and facilities for
research.
3. Place the program under the direction
of a man with a good knowledge of
company practice, one who understands
significant management requirements
and has a high order of imagination
and creative ability. This man need not
be a technician or a mathematician, but
some demonstrated capacity for dealing
with procedure mechanization would be

an asset. As required, he may choose
to engage professional, technical, or
mathematical assistance.
5. The electronic group must set out to
determine the what, how, and why of
present procedures and to supplement
this study with a proposal of how they
can be improved.
6. As electronic equipment training is acquired, the problems must be outlined
in terms of the utilization of this equipment.
7. When procedures can be described in
satisfactory terms, it is time to select
equipment. W ith the selection of equipment, the plans must be refined to
conform to specific system requirements.

Glancing at the above items we can easily see why it is wise to begin an
electronic equipment study at once if the possibilities are to be considered at
all. A company starting today is a long way away from its target date. There
are one or two additional points to consider here.
First, choosing between applications to routine problems or more complex
problems with a higher pay -off potential is a matter of individual preference.
There are advantages to either approach. It may be necessary to elect those
routines with respect to which sufficient dollar benefits can be more readily
demonstrated, to get management approval of proposed expenditures. By working with the least complicated problems, a familiarity with the equipment may
be developed in easy stages. On the other hand, there may be those who feel
they must know whether or not the equipment will handle the more complex
problems and if it will not, they are not interested.
Also, an internal education program must be planned both for those who will
be working directly with the equipment and procedures and for others who will
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be interested to a more limited degree. The electronic group must also devote
considerable time to planning for the physical lay -out of the equipment and
special needs, such as floor space, room preparation, power, wiring, air conditioning, etc. The manufacturer can assist with these matters.
Applications Relating Primarily to Volume
With the foregoing digest of some of the considerations for getting into
electronics, we will now look at the application aspect. Existing patterns of accounting and management control information are based upon what has been
practicable in the past within the limits of reasonable costs. In spite of the
present price tag, electronic equipment does tend to reduce clerical costs while
improving management control reporting. Therefore, it is necessary to take a
bold and imaginative approach to its application. It is a mistake to merely
duplicate present procedures. Consideration should be given to patterns of data
which differ radically from those presently employed, if such deviations will
provide better management information.
Studies undertaken to date have demonstrated substantial potential savings
in the routine payroll and accounting areas. There is evidence of projected
savings varying from tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands of dollars per
year over and above salaries and equipment amortization costs. One of the more
remarkable findings of these studies is the fact that, in many cases, the equipment will be utilized only a portion of the time, leaving ample room for expanding into the more imaginative areas, where the real pay -off may be found.
Electronic data processing machines, properly employed, can economically and
efficiently cope with the payroll preparation and distribution problems of most
industries. There have probably been more man -hours put into payroll studies
for computer application than any other single phase of business. There are
logical reasons for this. Payrolls are something that everyone understands, they
usually lend themselves to mechanization to one degree or another, they generally involve much clerical work, and the cost of preparing payrolls can be
measured reasonably well.
Inventory studies follow closely behind payrolls in popularity. This is particularly true in the mail order and wholesale fields where large warehousing
requirements are involved. To a lesser degree, retail and chain type operations
are undertaking studies. Inventory record- keeping also lends itself to mechanization and a reasonable degree of measurement. There are usually a large number
of postings and calculations involved and large groups of clerical personnel are
needed to handle the volume. We can all appreciate the problem in the merA U G U S T , 19 54
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chandising fields of, not only being concerned about overstocking but also having
to be concerned with the problem of the right stock being available at the right
time. Proper planning of an electronic data processing system will result in a
creditable job of reporting "on hand" balances, "to order" information, "class
of sale" data, and other vital statistics for this type of business.
Other industries have been considering the use of this equipment and are
coming up with favorable reports. It is quite obvious that the equipment can
pay for itself on many of the volume operations of insurance companies and
public utilities. Several banks and a few railroads are investigating the possibilities of application. The latter two groups present a tremendous application
challenge.
Applications: The Creative Areas
To this point, attention has been directed primarily to applications which
relate for the most part to volume. This is a sound but by no means the only
criteria by which to judge the use of electronic equipment. These robots have
more imaginative attributes than simply the ability to make thousands of calculations per second or to print out a long string of documents hour by hour at
great speeds. There are many imaginative areas to be explored in manufacturing, which offer excellent possibilities. An example is found in those areas of
production scheduling and control which, in many cases, cannot be handled
adequately today and with which these computers ought to be able to cope.
Let us explore this a bit. Probably one of the most important phases of production control is sequence scheduling of machines, tooling, and materials. This
sequence scheduling introduces a time element which tells what part is to be run
on what machine on what day, whether or not the tooling is available and not
previously scheduled, and when the material is needed— rather than just the
quantity of material required. Heretofore, such applications have often been
prohibitive because of the expense and delays involved in computing, sorting,
and collating.
With electronic equipment, the time element in machine loading and material
and tool control is now practicable of being taken into consideration through
mechanical means. Most machine loading programs today do not take this element into consideration and, consequently, are of little value. For example,
management may know the total number of machine -hours ahead on a particular
group of machines but does not know when those hours will converge on one
machine. Under present methods, it often happens that management will subcontract work when the projected load appears too heavy, whereas, in fact, the
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particular machines in question may have idle time. The same problem exists in
reverse with apparent underloads.
Further, as a by- product of exploding projected requirements, explosions of
departmental or burden center man -hour and machine -hour requirements may be
attempted for improved budgeting.
Let us also take a look at other areas of manufacturing. The following tasks
have frequently been too costly and bulky to accomplish conveniently under
manual or punched card methods:
The reporting of the effect on profits
of sales mix fluctuations and direct marginal contributions of particular products, rather than product groups or
product classes.
The reporting of the effect of changes
in labor rates on product costs and
inventory investment. This is particularly
important where material, labor, and
burden content vary by product.
The projecting of the effect of increases
or decreases in specific raw material
prices and usages for particular grades
of steel, copper, etc.

4. Maintaining costs on a current basis and
projecting them accurately on a future
basis.
5. Preparing daily operating reports by
man, department and product rapidly.
b, The ability to fell management at any
time during the month how close the
company is to passing fixed expense
points on the basis of the direct marginal contribution of orders received or
of items shipped, tying in to good variable budget reporting.

There are dozens of practical possibilities for employing electronic equipment to advantage. I have mentioned just a few.
No "Trojan Horse"
Electronic data processing systems are now the highest form of mechanization
attainable for business procedure applications. The genuine possibilities are very
attractive and many companies are working diligently toward applying the equipment to their knotty problems. In our enthusiasm, I hope we will remember
some of our experiences of the early days of punched card equipment, in which
some systems were installed improperly and in some cases should not have been
undertaken at all. The stakes are too high in electronics to attempt a casual
approach.
We are continually seeking to do things better. Electronic equipment offers
a practical means to rapidly and efficiently handle documents, keep records, and
effect good management controls. If this is not true, if these systems are not
what we believe them to be, then we have accepted a "Trojan horse." However,
we need have no fear because too many competent observers have accepted the
electronic system concept as being practical.
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